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As we look forward to spring, we notice all kinds of things popping up in our
backyards. Some are the not so welcome weeds, while some occasions such as
the arrivals of hummingbirds are more than welcome. New this spring, AZKatz
Publishing wishes to announce a new author into the fold. If you happen to be
local or close to Alamogordo, New Mexico, you will have an opportunity to meet
Constance when she joins Jay Brenner in Cloudcroft for the Mayfair event. Both
will be signing their books.

Now, a bit about Constance and her new children’s book, Calico Chicken.

Calico Chicken is the true story of a kitten that was born under a hen house in
Apache Junction, Arizona. She grew up with the baby chicks after she lost her
mother, and considered the chickens to be her family.
The story of the Calico Chicken stayed with Constance Nipper for many years
before she decided to put pen to paper. Over a decade ago, she left Apache
Junction, and moved to New Mexico, where she stays busy reading, volunteering,
and trying her hand at various crafts, which include crocheting and making her
own greeting cards. The many animals she shared her life with in Apache Junction
gave her enough fodder to someday be able to pen many more stories.
Find Constance’s Calico Chicken Here

While attending Mayfair, Jay will showcase
not only Shelly’s Flight, a David Morrell
Award Finalist, her Midnight Blue trilogy,
and several other of her books.
Check out Shelly’s Flight book reviews
Although Jay’s intention was to venture
into another genre, it seems she has found
the characters in Shelly’s Flight insisting their
story not end here. Because of this, Jay
hopes to have Under the Desert Sun
completed by this time next spring.

Nestled in the Tularosa Basin are the
shifting White Sands, which jealously hoards
secrets, many preserved by the rain shadow
created by the Sacramento Mountains.
Shelly Brown and Trever Callahan
struggle to find normalcy in their lives after
one White Sands secret was exposed and the
small town turned against the Brown family
and nearly destroyed them.
The town has healed, now it’s Trever and
Shelly’s turn to look to their future and find
balance between their personal life and their
demanding jobs that seem to constantly
separate the pair.
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